
 Planning a Route

 

 
Please note the following is when running

Nav V. 

 

I’ve found the following steps and notes

that will be ultimately transferred to a

 

Customise the preferences

• Customise how route and track data

devices you have previously connected.

• Select BaseCamp > Preferences 

• Select the correct GPS unit. 

• Select the following options (see dialogue

• Always match the route to the

    but deselect (if already selected)

• Strip shaping points from routes

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Elements

• Waypoint  - A specific point that

coffee or lunch stop, petrol station,

waypoint. 

• Via Point  - A point which the route

the Via point is shown on the display

This is the current default point inserted.

Route in BaseCamp and Sharing a Route

running BaseCamp is running on a Apple Mac

notes necessary and useful when planning a custom

 GPS and shared with another GPS. 

preferences on the route(s) which will be sent to 

data is sent to specific device(s). The BaseCam

connected. 

 > Transfer. 

dialogue box below): 

the map on my device when transferring. 

selected) 

routes on transfer to device. 

Elements of a Route and their uses. 

that exists in the map database … often a specific

station, etc. Can be included in a route but a 

route will go through unless the ‘skip’ button is used

display and the GPS will announce when the Via

inserted. 

Route 

Mac and the GPS is a BMW 

custom route in BaseCamp 

the GPS unit. 

BaseCamp application remembers 

specific point of interest e.g. 

 point is not necessarily a 

used. The distance/time to 

Via point has been reached. 



 Planning a Route in BaseCamp and Sharing a Route 

 

• Shaping Point - A shipping point is silent when it is reached. If the ‘recalculation’ option is turned off and 

the actual ride missing a shaping point the route will continue when back on the planned route. 

 

• Recalculation - Results in the original planned route in BaseCamp being over-ruled and a new set 

 

Editing a Route 

The most basic route is to go directly from the start point to the end point i.e. A to B, where depending on 

the preferences, BaseCamp will calculate the most direct route. However, this is not a typical route that is 

required and addition points (listed above) need to be added. 

 

1. Once the start and end points have been added ensure the new route is selected. This can be seen by  

the route being highlighted and with direction arrows. 

2. Add additional points, which by default will be ‘Via Points’. 

3. Once additional points have been added to describe the required route select BaseCamp > Edit > Get 

Info. 

4. There is then the option to move up and down the route points and where if necessary the route point 

options can be changed e.g. change the point to a ‘shaping point’ where the arrival isn’t announced, the 

order of visiting the point, the point renamed to something more suitable, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


